CHAPTER 3
SATAN - THE DEFEATED ONE!
“How you have fallen from heaven,
O star of the morning, son of the dawn!
You have been cut down to the earth,
You who have weakened the nations!
“But you said in your heart,
I will ascend to heaven;
I will raise my throne above the stars of God,
And I will sit on the mount of assembly
In the recesses of the north.
‘I will ascend above the heights of the clouds;
I will make myself like the Most High.’
Nevertheless you will be thrust down to Sheol,
To the recesses of the pit.
Those who see you will gaze at you,
They will ponder over you, saying,
Is this the man who made the earth tremble,
Who shook kingdoms,
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Who made the world like a wilderness
And overthrew its cities,
Who did not allow his prisoners to go home?”
Isaiah 14: 12-17
THE COMING "DEVASTATION" OF SATAN AND HIS FORCES IN THE
MIDST OF ALL THOSE WHO TRULY LOVE GOD
The "devastation" that the Father is planning to lay - and is already laying on Satan and his forces is absolute and "any" captive who desires to be set free,
will be set free! The seeds of intercession and the Words that have been spoken
forth into their lives over the years shall come into full fruition and thus there is a
strong exhortation going forth from the Lord in this time to "all" those who have
exercised a steadfast faith and love towards the "captives" - to hold fast, for the
deepest desires of their heart concerning these "loved ones" shall surely manifest
in a manner far beyond their wildest imaginations.
Let us hear the words of the Father:
"THE INFLUENCE OF THE EVIL ONE SHALL BE "COMPLETELY"
REMOVED FROM MY CHURCH"
...."The influence of the Evil One shall be "completely removed" from My
Church as the power of My anointing flows "unhindered" through the spirits of
those who have cleansed themselves from "all" defilement of flesh and spirit.
Indeed, the faith of those who are clean before Me shall rise up and devastate the
works of Satan, and My light shall abide within them, and in them there shall be
no cause for error or for stumbling. For behold, in Zion I have laid a stone, a tested
stone, a costly cornerstone for the foundation, firmly placed, and he who believes
in it shall not be disturbed; and there shall be no fear in the hearts of those who
have aligned themselves with Me spirit, soul, and body; and, if no fear, then it
shall be only "absolute" faith which pours forth upon the words which they speak
out of the abundance of their holy hearts.
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"DID NOT THOSE WHO WERE FILLED WITH MY SPIRIT AT
PENTECOST TURN THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN?"
For in this day and in this hour I shall do a work of great magnitude in My
Church for all the world to see and no more shall the scoffers scoff or the mockers
mock; for they shall see clearly the revelation of My sons and daughters in the
earth. Did not those who were filled with My Spirit at Pentecost, turn the world
upside down? Indeed, My Spirit shall be poured forth in such a manner as to
uproot "all" the walls and foundations which have harboured the lies of the Evil
One and led My people astray; and all those who truly love Me shall marvel at all
these things and they shall "wonder" how they could ever have been held captive
by darkness for so long; and they shall turn, and through the anointing which
abides within them, they shall be vessels of the greatest attack and assault upon the
strongholds of the Evil One that the earth has ever seen. Thus shall My ministry be
fulfilled, as My spotless and unblemished Church rises to meet Me in the
Heavens"....
PURSUE THE ENEMY UNTIL HE IS CONSUMED!
...."When one is "pursuing" their enemy, that enemy has not time to set up an
ambush or attack against them. The way in which My children diligently pursue
the Enemy is to walk in perfect obedience before Me; for in doing so they shall
surely pursue the Enemy until he is "consumed" and his strongholds are brought to
nothing"....
THE REMOVAL OF "RELIGIOUS SPIRITS" FROM THE MIDST OF
ALL THOSE WHO TRULY LOVE GOD
The Father is about to remove any - and every - thing apart from Christ
(including every "religious spirit" still working in even the most "spiritual
looking" moves of God) from the midst of all those who truly love Him, because
He desires this "final" "revival of revivals" to manifest free of any of the previous
"impediments" that had both weakened and hindered "previous moves" (renewals
and revivals). It is from this place of an abiding holiness that He shall pour out His
Spirit to a continually greater day with each passing day until this earth is filled
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with His glory and can no longer "contain" us.
ONLY THOSE WHOSE HEARTS ARE "WHOLLY GIVEN" SHALL
"RISE ABOVE" THE ABOMINABLE SCHEMES OF THE EVIL ONE IN
THIS LAST HOUR
This is a dangerous, dangerous time we live in and only those whose hearts
are "wholly given" and who set themselves to a perfect vigilance over the
command to guard their heart with "all" diligence shall "rise above" the
abominable schemes of the Evil One to destroy their lives and ministries in this
last hour. This is the most exciting time for the "bondservants and handmaidens"
(and therefore for "all" who truly love God) in the history of mankind because they
are going to be released as never before to establish powerfully God's Covenant
throughout the entire earth. "Religious tradition" of any kind will not stand in their
path - for the force of righteousness abiding in the deepest recesses of their being
shall devastate "any" demon that attempts to get in their way as they move
"quickly" into the fulness of the ministry that they are called to. They will most
certainly have to "keep their head up" and be vigilant in the spirit in this time
because Satan will try to do whatever he can to stop them - or anybody else whose
heart is "wholly given" - from reaching the fulness of the Father's will for their
lives and ministries in this time. We must all "refuse" to be moved by what we feel
or hear or see or think. We must put the Word first in everything and bring every
thought captive to a perfect obedience - for it is only in this way that you shall
surely overcome every scheme or weapon formed against you. And not only
"overcome", but turn that attack back against Satan and his forces MULTIPLIED!
NEVER ALLOW YOURSELF TO BE DISCOURAGED
When "tiredness" or "seeming" lack of energy hits, keep on doing the things
you "know" to do and the anointing will surely "kick in" as you persevere in this
and empower you to overcome in all things. Despite any attempts by the Evil One
to persuade you to "change course" know that you are right on schedule and many
great and glorious things lay ahead in your life. Do not EVER allow yourself to be
discouraged only "know" that your loving Father goes - and has already gone - to
great lengths to ensure your perfect protection, preparation and provision for your
carrying out the "fulness" of the ministry that He has called you to and anointed
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you for.
ALL WHO DESIRE TO LIVE GODLY IN CHRIST JESUS WILL BE
PERSECUTED (2 TIMOTHY 3:12)
Although I am not aware of everyone's previous experiences (trials) in the
church it is certain that anyone who is seeking to walk in God's will shall run
across "some form" of Satanic interference in their quest to enter into the fulness
of the ministry that they are called to. Whether one is called to a particular "office"
or not, our "ministry" most certainly - if not first and foremost - extends to our
children and our family life, for in the Father's perfect plan the "glorious family" is
but a microcosm of the Glorious (True) Church (the Body of Christ). So in our day
to day experience, our dealings with those the Lord has placed closest to us are the
"training ground" for the deeper things of the Kingdom the Father so longs to
bless each of us with.
A STRONG SPIRIT OF DISCOURAGEMENT
The Father has instructed me to warn His precious bondservants and
handmaidens of a "strong" spirit of discouragement that Satan is sending forth
against all those who are on - or heading towards - the "front lines" of battle. This
"strong" spirit of discouragement is not manifesting in a way which would seem
obvious, but rather it is a very "subtle", yet deadly, attempt to move those children
of God who have been standing in faith for the manifestation of the Glorious
Church - and certain personal assignments (mostly taking back what Satan and his
forces had stolen from them in the past) off of their most holy faith to "any" degree
at all. Each and every one of us "must" be found guarding our heart with "all"
diligence in this hour! It is the command of the Lord for His entire army. Each
situation, of course, is unique but from what I have experienced these past few
weeks the attack comes first against any "perceived" weakness (lack of revelation)
in the child of God. This evil spirit is perfectly defended against by bringing
"every" thought captive to the "revealed" Word of God and herein lies the
potential problem for those who are seeking to enter into the fulness of God's plan
for their lives and ministries.
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THE CONFLICT OF THE KINGDOMS - BOTH ABSOLUTE AND FINAL
We must continue to pray for all those in our sphere of activity whose
"house" (life and ministry) remains rooted and grounded in pride and the
self-exaltive activity it perpetuates, for the time to act in a life (and ministry)
saving repentance is short. The combination of the words of our mouth coming to
pass in an ever accelerating degree - one way or the other (faith or fear; life or
death) - and the deepest motivations of one's heart becoming focused and ever
stronger - one way or the other (pro Christ and His Glorious Kingdom and Church
or anti-Christ and pro the kingdom of this "present world" and the darkness
(counterfeit "light" that consumes its every thought and action) shall truly bring
into manifestation in "every" sphere and realm the beginning of the absolute and
final conflict between the Kingdom of God and the kingdom of darkness and
Satan and his forces shall be both continually "terrorized" and devastated by the
True Church of the Lord Jesus Christ for the remainder of "Her time" in the earth.
It will be an abiding and absolute "victory after victory" as the "overcomers" go
forth consumed by the Glory of God. But this one thing is certain: it will take an
"absolute" and continual commitment and deep consecration on our part for us to
finish the task perfectly.
"SPIRITS" OF DISTRACTION
Up until this time many have allowed themselves to be held captive by a
"fixation" for the "extraneous" in the midst of the congregations - in the name of
"praise and worship" - and this must end! Satan's scheme against all those who
hold to even the least ground of "self-desire" (unconsciously in most cases) is to
send "wave after wave" of "distracting spirits". The simple task of these "evil
spirits" is to keep the child of God "unfocused" where the Word is concerned and
thus focused on those things that "gratify" their soul (mind, will and emotions). If
one "allows" themselves to be held captive to "any" degree by these "spirits of
distraction" then "revelation" from the Word of God is cut off from them because
"every thought" these "unknowingly deceived" ones take will be "brought captive"
to self-indulgence and the self-exaltive practices which serve only to sustain
"their" vision or revelation - which is not a true vision or divine revelation but
rather darkness and death in their most refined form!
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THE "SPIRITS OF DISTRACTION" SHALL BE BOTH FULLY EXPOSED
AND DRIVEN OUT OF THE MIDST OF THE CONGREGATIONS OF
THOSE WHO TRULY LOVE GOD
As the Father sends forth the first wave of many waves of His holy apostles
and prophets, these "spirits of distraction" shall be both fully exposed and driven
out of the midst of the congregations of those who truly love God. The anointing
given to these consecrated bondservants and handmaidens shall produce a strong
Spirit of consecration and holy reverence for the Word of God in the midst of all
those whose hearts are truly toward the will and plan of the Father for the
establishment of the True Local Church.
A "STRONG SPIRIT OF DISCOURAGEMENT"
The "spirit" that is attacking all those in the Church who have been holding
fast to the vision and plan that the Father has given them is called a "strong spirit
of discouragement" and is always sent when Satan and his schemes are in total
disarray and defeat (which they are) - in one last futile effort to stop the "fulness"
of the Father's will coming into manifestation in the physical realm. What this
spirit seeks to operate from is ANY trace of remaining ground (fear-selfishness)
they can find in the child of God they are sent against. As the child of God remains
rooted and grounded on the Word of God and their confession of that Word
remains strong then it is certain that the scheme of Satan against them shall fall
far, far short of the goal - almost to the point where the one who will hold fast at
all cost to themselves to the will of God in the face of the attack will wonder in
their heart, "Is that the best that the Devil can come up with?" Other than a few
unpleasant "feelings" and a bit of "discomfort" experienced the faithful child of
God will then enter into glorious victory and a superabundant joy thus completing
the total devastation of Satan and his schemes and bringing forth the full
manifestation of their travail in the Holy Spirit. On the other hand, this "spirit of
strong discouragement" will take the child of God who is not "rooted and
grounded" in the Word of God and easily move them to place far outside the
center of the Father's will, wherein "eventually" the forces of evil can kill, destroy
or steal from them - at will.
Listen to the heart of the Father and discern the lateness of the hour, and the
season which has now upon us:
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"MY WORD SHALL ONCE AGAIN BE GIVEN HIS PROPER POSITION"
...."It is certain, that in this hour, I shall move powerfully in the midst of all
those who truly desire to walk in the fulness of My plan for their lives and
ministries - both individually and corporately. I shall send forth My holy apostles
and prophets and I shall pour forth great torrents of living water upon all those
whose hearts are willing to receive the precious blessing(s) I desire to bestow
upon them. These blessings are for both their "sustenance" and empowerment to
walk in and fulfil the fulness of all that I created them for from before the
foundations of the earth. The first and chief effect of the beginning of this true and
final Revival of Revivals in the midst of all those who truly love me shall be a
holy reverence for My Word. My Word shall once again be given His "proper
position" and the "exaltation" of the name of Jesus shall once again become the
"driving force" behind "every" word and action of My faithful ones. For too long
many of my children have been caught up in a false manner of "praise and
worship" and thus they have made a "parody" of the true work of My Spirit. They,
in their affection for the "world", have denied Me the true fellowship that I desire
and exchanged it for fellowship with "flesh and blood" and the "certain" euphoric
gratification of the soul that it brings.
Remember this My beloved children and it shall serve you well in your
remaining time in this dispensation:
…."All" true praise and worship is "always" rooted and grounded in an
abiding obedience to My command for you to "meditate in My Word day and
night" and "bring every thought captive" to Him (the words of His/My mouth and
the mind of His/My heart); for it is only from this place of an abiding, intimate
fellowship with Me and with My Word that true praise and worship can even exist
let alone touch My Throne Room”….
…. “Truly I say to you, as I release My holy apostles and prophets into the
midst of the congregations, every heart-desire and motivation behind every word
and action shall be exposed for what it truly is. As the anointing is released
(poured forth) in the midst of My children there shall fall - like a heavy cloud - a
deep and strong Spirit of consecration and this shall produce, in the heart of all
those who truly love Me, a hungering and thirsting for "revelation knowledge
heretofore unparalleled in their midst. This shall immediately produce an
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"explosion" of power and light and wisdom that shall literally turn the "world" and everything in "fellowship" with it - upside down; first, in the midst of My
people and then - as a deep and thorough repentance is acted upon - I shall pour
forth My Spirit to a continually greater degree through My Glorious "vessels" in
both the highways and the byways in every corner of the earth!"....
THE EXPOSING OF SATAN'S PLAN OF "SYSTEMATIC ATTACK"
AGAINST "ALL" THOSE RECEIVING AND ACTING UPON THE
"KINGDOM-REVELATIONS" BEING RELEASED IN THIS HOUR
FROM THE THRONE ROOM
The Father has shown me that in this time it is extremely important for each
and every handmaiden and bondservant to be found abiding in a state of
"forgiveness" and "refusing" to hold to "unforgiveness" - at "all cost" to ourselves.
This is because Satan has ordered a plan of "systematic attacks" against "all" those
who are both receiving and acting upon the "Kingdom revelations" from the
Throne Room that God is releasing to His Body in this hour. The main intent of
Satan and his forces is two-fold and is aimed at getting these bondservants and
handmaidens to take "offense" in "any measure" for then he would be enabled
(allowed) to "infiltrate" with darkness and hinder (he cannot stop this move of
God, for Jesus Himself, from the Throne Room, is leading and orchestrating this
"final onslaught" against the Evil One and his forces in the midst of His people)
his soon "devastation", as the people of God corporately come into the "fulness" of
their inheritance and, thus, authority in Christ - the Anointed One and His
Anointing.
LET US NOT FAINT - OR EVEN GROW WEARY
I would issue a particular warning to all those who have been standing for
those who are "close" to them, for it is certain that if one "allows" Satan an inroad
by taking "offense" at the very one of ones they are standing for, then the
"physical manifestation" of the blessing which God has shall be temporarily
blocked until such a time as one comes to their "spiritual senses" and walks in
perfect love (obedience) at all cost to themselves. There is not much time left until
we all experience the fulness of Jubilee in our lives and ministries let us not faint
or even grow weary of abiding in righteousness towards all those who cross our
path; for as we do the fulness of God's restoration shall surely overtake us and we
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shall reap the perfect fruit of the seeds of love we have sown throughout the years
(Proverbs 12:28, Galatians 6:9). As we abide in perfect love, that love shall surely
cast out any fear (1 John 4:18), and the ground thereof, which crosses our path,
and Satan and his schemes shall surely be defeated as we continually pursue him
until he is consumed, overtaking him and recovering all (2 Samuel 22)!
A STRONG WARNING TO ALL THOSE IN "LEADERSHIP":
BEWARE THE "SPIRITS OF TREACHERY" THAT HAVE NOW BEEN
SENT FORTH BY SATAN TO BOTH HINDER AND ULTIMATELY
DESTROY "EVERY" TRUE WORK OF GOD!
AND THAT
ALL OF OUR "JUSTIFICATION" IS FOUND IN CHRIST AND OUR
"VINDICATION" MUST BE FROM GOD ALONE - "OUR" PART IS TO
WALK IN LOVE AT "ALL" COST TO OURSELVES!
AND THAT
ALL "FALSE" (UNRIGHTEOUS) JUDGEMENT IS A DIRECT RESULT
OF "UNFORGIVENESS" IN THE VESSEL THAT SATAN USES TO
SPEAK AGAINST YOU!
Let us hear the words of the Father:
...."Unrighteous judgement is influenced by a "critical spirit" - and
motivated by unforgiveness, causing a hardness of heart"....
...."If there remains "any" ground of "unforgiveness" in the hearts of My
children, then to that degree that they "retain" that ground they shall surely
continue to walk in a "natural love", regardless of how hard they "try" to walk in
My love. For it is certain that there is no room in the heart for anything which is
apart from My Person"....
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...."If one of My children holds "unforgiveness" against another one of My
children then they will "unconsciously", through the influence of demons, working
on the ground of "bitterness" (hatred) within them, do those things which will
serve only to hurt or harm the walk of those whom they "refuse" to forgive. And
from this you can see clearly the "destructive results" of such selfishness; and
these destructive results surely "multiply" if the unforgiven one takes offense at
the "unforgiveness", thus turning their own back on love and falling into the very
same trap of unforgiveness. Satan, then, through this destructive cycle, is able to
raise up "barriers" between My children and thus "temporarily" keep My children
from the true agreement and "one accord", which is the "catalyst" to the
"outflowing" of My power"....
"HAVE I NOT SPOKEN BEFORE OF THE "ABSOLUTE NECESSITY"
OF ALL OF MY CHILDREN ABIDING IN MY WORD?"
...."Another reason My children must guard their heart with all diligence is
that throughout their ministry, there will come across their path, many different
people, each "exerting", or attempting to exert, a "force" upon them. Those who
cross their path - and who love Me - will always, in some way, exert the force of
love, and as their hearts remain clean before Me they will never exert any
"negative force", that is the force of fear, out of which springs forth hatred,
unforgiveness, selfishness and unrighteousness. As My handmaidens and
bondservants go forth to minister, there are those who will take "offense" at the
words they speak in My name and unless My servants, through a "perfect
obedience", remain under the "umbrella" of My Covenant, allowing the "precious
Blood" to both cover and protect them from "all" outside forces, then they shall, in
some way, succumb to these negative pressures; but truly I say to you, those who
abide in the secret place of My Presence shall not be "touched" in any way by the
Evil One. Many of My children have "allowed" Satan to deceive them and thus, as
they pray, in reality they "pray" in the name of division and strife and hatred and
discord, and they exert in some way the "force of unbelief"; that is, the force
exerted when one exercises "faith" in the lies of the Evil One rather than My
Word, and again, unless My bondservants and handmaidens are "fully" on guard,
they shall "allow" themselves, in some way, to be moved off of the narrow path of
My perfect will. Have I not spoken before of the "absolute necessity" of all My
children abiding in My Word? Not only that they might walk above "all error" in
perfect ministry, but also for their very "survival" on the earth in this last hour! My
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children must have no fear, for indeed the "perfect Provision" has been made for
each one of them to walk above, and therefore tread upon, all the forces of
darkness! Each one of My children must also trim the "fat" from their hearts and
then guard them with "all" diligence, for I have set the things in motion which
shall "accelerate" the "labour pains", and so shall you see the "Glorious
Manifestation" of My will for My Church"....
THE "SPIRITS OF ANTICHRIST" SHALL BOW THEIR KNEE BEFORE
THE RISEN LORD (THE GLORIOUS CHURCH) IN THIS LAST OF THE
LAST HOUR!
...."In this last hour Satan has set for himself a trap from which he shall not
escape! As the forces of "anti-Christ" go forth to lure and persuade men into doing
those things which "seem good", but are not of Me, they shall not know what to
do as "My" children go forth in faith and obedience and in the power of My
anointing; for Satan shall not be able to find "recruits" who are willing to come
face to face with My power. Therefore, the Evil One shall not be able to confront
(in the eyes of men) My bondservants and handmaidens as they go forth in My
Name, without "undoing" some of the work which he has already set in motion.
By this I mean those who have been held captive to do his will in the area of
"peace" and "ecumenism". Satan shall indeed be hesitant to confront those who are
walking in love and worshipping Me in Spirit and in truth. Indeed you shall see
My light and My power drive those who would align themselves against Me, into
their caves and hiding places; for it is the time of the advent of My "Glorious"
Church and for the revelation of My sons and daughters in the earth.
"ABSOLUTE VICTORY"
All the intercessions of My children have been heard on high and all those
captives who desire to be set free shall indeed be set free! I expect My children to
bow their knee to no man. I expect them to treat those things which have
proceeded forth from the darkened wisdom of man as if they never really existed.
At a time when some of those who have consecrated themselves unto me in the
past and who have even been filled with My Spirit, have had the tendency to
"relax", I am asking My obedient ones to take a larger step towards the "absolute
victory" that awaits those who cast down "their" desires to walk in faith and
obedience to My Word. I am calling My children to pursue their enemies until
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they are consumed, showing no "tolerance" whatsoever for all those things which
are apart from Me - ALWAYS remembering that their battle is NEVER against
"flesh and blood! It is time for My Church to transcend the physical and temporal
things of this world and pursue diligently the deepest revelations of My Word, that
they might come to know the thoughts and intentions of My heart above all else.
For in knowing the thoughts and intentions of My heart, they shall indeed go
forth; and in the power of My Spirit, they shall bring "all" the schemes of the Evil
One to their rightful end"....
SATAN AND HIS FORCES ARE IN GREAT "DISTRESS" AND
"DISARRAY" (UNCOVERED) IN THIS HOUR
If we will be faithful to "abide" in the "secret place" of God's presence (the
inner chamber) then Satan and his forces will quickly find that there are less and
less "willing" volunteers at their disposal and he will also quickly find that the
ones he is able to use - at first - are going to be "set free" and become "unusable"
as far as the kingdom of darkness is concerned - as the children of God finally
begin to use the "fulness" of the "omnipotent" authority that is theirs in Christ.
Add to this the fact that the "religious spirits" Satan has been hiding behind and
depending upon for so long to keep the church in darkness are now being exposed
as the holy apostles and prophets are being sent forth from the Throne Room in
this hour - and shall continue to be until the end of the age - and you can clearly
see that he is in a great deal of "distress".
WARNING! - A WAVE OF "UPPER ECHELON" SPIRITS OF
"CONTROL" ARE ABOUT TO BE RELEASED
It is for this reason that we see him - in his great terror and confusion flailing about, attacking everything that he "thinks" will succumb to his wiles. He
fears greatly that he is losing "control" over the territory "given" him in the midst
of many of God's children and thus - to combat the "revelation knowledge"
coming forth from the Throne Room - which shall surely put an end to his
"control" in the individual's life and ministry who will receive it - the Evil One is
about to send forth a wave of "control spirits" which are very, very dangerous to
those not walking in "close fellowship" with the Father and His Word. These
"upper echelon" evil spirits will attempt to do whatever is necessary to keep the
child of God apart from the place wherein their heart (life) is "wholly" given to the
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will and highest purpose of God for them. The "ultimate" aim of any evil spirit is
to carry out their assignment with a view to helping "eliminate" entirely the child
of God they are "assigned" to.
THIS IS NO TIME FOR ANY OF US TO "LOOK BACK"
There are many, many precious saints who have undergone much attack and
the tribulations that arise against those who are truly seeking to carry out the
fulness of the Father's will for their life and ministry. In this time right now take
the steps to ensure that your eyes are both fixed and focused upon the Word of
God because I am here to tell you that every situation (financial and otherwise)
that you are standing in faith for God to "rectify" shall surely come to pass. This is
no time for any of us to "look back", but rather, in our perfect focus on the "things
above", a deep and abiding assurance shall arise in our heart to sustain us right
through to the "finish line" just in front of us. It is from this point that those who
have stood in faith against the schemes of the Devil shall not only experience great
deliverance (the physical manifestation) from their trials and tribulations but they
shall both see and experience the wisdom of their loving Father Who has prepared
them perfectly for their entrance into the "fulness" of His plan concerning their life
and ministry - regardless of what the Devil attempted to do.
“SMOKESCREEN”
The main aspect of Satan's attack against all those who have faithfully held
to their calling and to the vision that the Father has given them is to get them to
depart from the "love walk" (take offense). He has all his "eggs in one basket" and
if they will forsake everything (contrary to the Word of God) to maintain a
position of abiding in love - he will be severely devastated. These "disruptive"
activities of the past little while in the lives of many are simply a "smokescreen" to
convince them that everything that the Father has prepared is now "out of reach" which it most certainly is not. In fact it is just coming into "view" - that place
wherein the eternal meets the physical. So hold fast - you are doing just fine. You
MUST realize that - as a handmaiden/bondservant you are walking in an esteemed
position and Satan will try to pull anything he can to get you to believe a lie.
Remember:
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NO MATTER HOW MUCH HELL ATTEMPTS TO BREAK LOOSE AROUND
THE CHILDREN OF GOD, OUR TASK IS TO SIMPLY WALK IN LOVE - AT
ALL COST TO OURSELVES (AND PARTICULARLY OUR "THOUGHT
LIFE") - KNOWING THAT THE SMOKE WILL EVENTUALLY CLEAR AND
THAT WE SHALL ALWAYS COME OUT WAY AHEAD. NO WEAPON
FORMED AGAINST THOSE SEEKING THE WILL OF GOD CAN OR SHALL
PROSPER AND IN FACT THE SCHEMES OF THE EVIL ONE ARE ALWAYS
DEVASTATED TO THE GREATEST DEGREE WHEN WE SIMPLY HOLD TO
A STEADFAST ENDURANCE.
The experiences that we have in this life as Christians are ALWAYS
synonymous with vast multitudes of others who are serving the Father with a heart
wholly given. We are all here for each other in whatever way the Holy Spirit fits
each member together. We are never alone - regardless of what we may go
through. To walk in perfect love and forgiveness regardless of any and every
difficult circumstance we face is a very worthy ideal indeed! One that we must
strive - in and by the Holy Spirit - to attain to.
WE MUST DEPART FROM SEEKING OUR "OWN" COMFORT
This area of seeking our "own" comfort has been a huge problem in the
Body of Christ – UP UNTIL THIS TIME. When pressure comes we tend to seek
our own "security" (comfort) apart from the True Comforter (the Holy Spirit). The
difference is that this false comfort gratifies the "flesh" (soul) while the true
comfort sustains our inner life - allowing us to carry on regardless of
circumstances or "feelings".
Remember: Peter thought Jesus was being "too hard on Himself" on the road to
Gethsemane (the Cross) and received the greatest rebuke of a disciple on record.
The peace that passes all understanding and the love that surpasses all
knowledge are two key elements of the Holy Spirit's ministry; and with what is
about to happen (and is already happening) in the "world", many so-called
"Christians" will SOON realize that there will be no peace or comfort for them
apart from the very presence of God indwelling them and that the things that "got
them by" before will only serve to allow Satan and his forces to make quick work
of them in this time.
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SATAN IS TERRIFIED!
There is a day coming - even now - wherein we shall enter into what could
be almost considered another "realm" - so now is the time to walk through any
trials or tribulations or even minor annoyances with "flying colours" - KNOWING
that our ship shall soon come in and put us in a position to enter into a "flurry of
righteous activity" for the sake of the Church and the Kingdom. It is written that
"one can put a thousand to flight and two can put ten thousand to flight" and so
Satan is terrified by the thought of the Father's plan to join together the "kindred
spirits". Rest assured that he is not able to stop or even hinder what the Father has
already put in motion in the lives of those who have held to a steadfast faith and
obedience. So just continue to "expect the unexpected" even as the blessings begin
to come forth. Our only task is to not set our heart on the "increase", by continuing
on in a perfect obedience day to day. Therefore, let every one who is truly serious
about fulfilling the fulness of the Father's call upon their life and ministry,
continue to guard their heart with all diligence and gain the victory. We, as the
sons and daughters of Almighty God are about to move on into "bigger and better"
things. Glory to God! Regardless of what the Father has planned
"circumstantially" and "positionally" concerning the Body of Christ I know this
one thing for sure: The days ahead are EXTREMELY critical! While I suppose
one could say that about every second of the remainder of our time here - the Holy
Spirit has shown me in my spirit that this is the time that many have been praying
and believing for. Praise God!
JESUS IS LORD - NOT SATAN!
One thing that every "Christian" MUST get straight in their thinking (heart)
is that Jesus is Lord - not Satan! In spite of all the doom and gloom and fear that,
up until now, has characterized the walks of many in the Body of Christ - even in
so-called "spiritual circles". The perfect love that is about to be "poured forth"
through the holy sons and daughters of God shall "cast out" all the ground(s) of
fear that, again, - up until this time - has allowed certain "religious spirits" to
maintain the strongholds of fear (doctrines of darkness) that have kept vast
multitudes in bondage and apart from the "fulness" of their inheritance in Christ.
This "fulness" shall be necessary for one to overcome the ever-deepening darkness
that is enshrouding the hearts and minds of all those whose "backs" are turned
towards the Son. These are by far the most critical months in leading up to the
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establishment of the Glorious Church throughout the earth, and each and every
one of us MUST be found in perfect position - free from all "worldly
attachments".
"NO" WEAPON FORMED AGAINST US SHALL PROSPER!
Each and every one of us, as children of God, must put ourselves "into" the
position before the Father and His Word that will allow us to receive a continually
deeper revelation of every aspect of our Covenant with Him. It is written, "No
weapon formed against us shall prosper"(Isaiah 54:17)! When one finally begins
to understand the absoluteness of God's Word they shall begin to see clearly that
Satan is The Defeated One and that we truly do have "all power", in Christ, to not
only counter "any" attack but - in our faithfulness and obedience to walk in love we shall surely cause "multiplied harm" back upon Satan and his forces. God is
raising up an army that cannot be stopped or even hindered as they go forth in
perfect obedience to His will. When Satan sticks his head up in desperation to try
and stop what God is doing, those he attacks are given supernatural discernment
concerning his schemes before he even gets it off the ground and he is devastated.
If he remains silent then the army of God will simply march on in perfect
obedience and continue to pursue the forces of darkness until they are consumed
and their "strongholds" entirely broken in the lives of the captives. Let every child
of God set themselves to abide in perfect love. Perfect love casts out all fear and
leaves the Enemy no ground to operate in - or effectively against - the faithful.
“FELLOWSHIP’” WITH THE “WORLD” - A MOST DANGEROUS
PURSUIT!
Every doctrine born of mental ascension "always" has as its root
characteristic a penchant for remaining in "fellowship" with the "world" and its
ways - however subtle or acceptable it may appear. The Father, in this hour, is
raising His Church to a level that has never even been approached in the past and
this will require a "breaking away" by all those who truly love God from all the
previously "acceptable" forms of fellowship with the customs and practices of
those in the world. Even now the "world and the entire system behind it is being
encompassed in a darkness (it appears as "light" and "wisdom") so great that only
those with a revelation of God's Word concerning this end time will escape being
consumed by its "pull".
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Here is a key to the times and seasons of God:
Once the Father begins to release the "first wave" of many waves of the last
wave (did you get that?) of His holy apostles and prophets "then" Satan will begin
to unleash an increased attack in an "attempt" to hinder the true work of God. But,
as always, he will fail and only provide a "darker backdrop" for the brightness of
the Glorious Church which shall have experienced - just previous to these
"increased attacks" - an "immediate and explosive increase" in power and light
and wisdom.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL CHRISTIAN TO TRULY
DECIDE ON WHETHER THEY WILL MAINTAIN A POSITION BELOW
THE KINGDOM OR IN THE KINGDOM
It is most important for every child of God to be "fellowshipping" with those
whose hearts are "wholly given" - and who are thus free from any and all
self-agenda (fear). At times one is called to "separate themselves" for a time from
certain others in the Body of Christ. In that case that one can still pray and obey
the Father on behalf of the one they have been called to separate themselves from with a view to them (both of them) "eventually" entering into the fulness of all that
God has for them. It is always a "fine line" of when to stay or when to go in a
situation, but now is the time for each one of us to be found seeking with all our
hearts the "perfect" spiritual environment that is necessary for us to fulfil the work
of the Kingdom. NOW is the time for each individual Christian to truly decide on
whether they will maintain a position BELOW the "Kingdom" or IN the
"Kingdom". Let every child of God begin to concentrate solely on what the Father
is impressing upon their heart in this hour. We are all working towards a "glorious
environment" heretofore unknown in the church - or the earth. It is a worthy goal
and fully deserving of ALL our attention!
"LOVE NOT THE WORLD"
In the above scripture "love not the world", the "world" referred to is the
"world system" which is controlled by principalities and powers and all the forces
of darkness - over which Satan "rules". Hence the scripture referring to him as the
"god of this world". When the scripture calls us to be not "conformed" to this
present world system, but rather be transformed by the renewing of our mind (into
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the image or perfect representation of Christ) it is a specific call to every Christian
to walk with "both" feet planted firmly in the Kingdom of God - this is always the
"spontaneous by-product" of a heart that is WHOLLY GIVEN to God and the
fulness of His purpose for that individual's life.
SOME QUESTIONS:
1. HOW DOES ONE STAY IN THE WORLD - BUT NOT OF THE
WORLD?
This "positioning" is first a matter of the heart. As one diligently and
consistently begins to put the Father and His Word "first" in all areas of one's life,
then there is a spontaneous transition from "fellowship" with the world to
fellowship with the Father and His Word. The key to this transition for the child of
God is to enter into the "inner chamber" each morning and allow Him to set their
priorities straight. This fellowship first thing in the morning produces a
"supernatural" bonding and empowerment which enables the one whose heart is
wholly given to function in their daily practical activities - regardless of what they
may be. The bottom line is that we are still "physically" in the earth, but - as the
sons and daughters of God - we are not of this present "world system" (in
agreement with its ways and means). It is the Father's will and desire for each of
His children to "proclaim" - in their every word and action (and even in their
silence at times) their allegiance to the Kingdom of Heaven. As the child of God is
continually renewed in their mind and as the love of God is continually shed
abroad in their heart to a greater degree THEN they begin to experience the
spiritual reality of the fact that (at least for the remainder of this dispensation and
until the "catching away" of the Church) we are pilgrims and even "strangers" just
passing through until our mission (the preaching of the gospel of the Kingdom and
the authority of our King) is accomplished.
2. DOES ABIDING IN THE ANOINTED ONE MEAN CONSTANT STUDY
OF THE WORD - HOW IS THAT POSSIBLE AND STILL WORK FOR A
LIVING? OR DOES IT MEAN TAKING THE WORDS (OF CHRIST) OF
THAT DAY, MEDITATING ON THOSE WORDS AND YIELDING SELF
TO HIM IN EACH MOMENT AS THE DAY GOES BY?
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The key is "bringing every thought captive to God's Word and the
"revelation" He daily blesses us with. In this way we come into that place of
abiding in Christ - the place wherein we "live and move and have our being" in
Him; the place wherein we "have" and "use" the mind of Christ in even the most
"seemingly" insignificant details of our daily practical affairs. It is the desire of the
Father to be involved fully with each and every one of His precious children - only
pride and a spirit of self-sufficiency can keep us apart from this place of "abiding"
in the secret place of His loving presence.
3. YOU SAID, "THOSE CHILDREN OF GOD WHO DESIRE TO SERVE
GOD ONLY FROM A PURE HEART, "KNOW" THAT THEY ARE
CALLED TO WALK THE NARROW PATH OF PERFECT OBEDIENCE.
THEY KNOW THAT IN ORDER TO LIVE THE LIFE OF HOLINESS
THEY WILL HAVE TO SET THEMSELVES APART FROM THE
WORLD AND UNTO GOD AND HIS WORD ALONE."
HOW DO I SET MYSELF APART FROM THE WORLD? WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN? I SPEND MOST OF MY FREE TIME IN PRAYER AND
THE STUDY OF THE WORD - IS THERE MORE?
As you are diligent to continue to spend quality time in prayer - which is
simply just "communication" with the Father and His Word - then you will begin
to find yourself acknowledging Him in ALL of your ways - and not only in your
ways, but also acknowledging Him in the behalf of all those who cross your path.
As you continue to lay down your "self-life" for others you will find that the
Father is causing - and will continue to cause - the necessary changes in your
environment - both spiritual and physical - for you to accomplish the fulness of
His will for your life and ministry. The perfect "setting apart from the world" and
its ways is always the spontaneous result of our obedience to the revelation of
God's Word (Will) that we have been given - all these things being ordered by the
unction (timing and empowerment) of the Holy Spirit. In other words as we
acknowledge Him in ALL of our ways THEN He will (be enabled to) direct our
paths.
4. "HAVEN'T I TOLD YOU TO ENLARGE THE PLACE OF YOUR
TENT. . ." WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
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I do know this: it is important for you to take "no preconceived notions"
concerning anything that has been revealed to you over the years. When we
receive a revelation or part of the entire picture we must continue to walk it
through step by step - obedience by obedience and "revelation by revelation"
KNOWING that as we are faithful, the fulness of the Father's will shall manifest in
our lives and families. If we "mentally ascend" (say in our hearts, “this must be
what God means”) or try to put or force the puzzle together in our own
understanding we shall ALWAYS fall far short of the Father's desired result and
blessing - until such a time as we get back on track through a deep and thorough
repentance.
5. DOES GOD EVER FREE YOU FROM THE CONSEQUENCES OF
WRONG CHOICES AFTER YOU REPENT?
He most certainly does! This "freedom" first manifests in our heart bringing healing and the peace that passes all understanding as well as the love
that shall both enable and empower us to make all things right(eous) to those we
have harmed - wherever possible. In this area one must constantly beware of a
"spirit of condemnation" slipping in and affecting their thought patterns. The
bottom line - as always - is this:
DILIGENTLY SEEK A REVELATION OF THE FATHER'S WILL FROM
THE "THRONE ROOM" IN EVERY SITUATION THAT FALLS UNDER
THE CATEGORY OF PREVIOUS "WRONG CHOICES" AND THEN
BEGIN TO EXERCISE FAITH - DAY IN AND DAY OUT - FOR THE
FULNESS OF HIS WILL TO COME FORTH - BOTH IN YOUR LIFE AND
IN THE LIVES OF ALL THOSE INVOLVED.
This is a time wherein the "miraculous" shall become the normal pattern in
the midst of all those children of God who truly love Him. So hold fast to a
diligent seeking of the Father's "best" for you and all those with whom you have to
do. The things that “are now” - shall soon “be no longer”! In this time even the
hardest hearts shall become tender towards God as we allow the anointing abiding
within to flow forth in full force upon our loved ones.
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6. HOW DO I KNOW IF ALL OF ME IS YIELDED TO HIM?
At first you proclaim it by faith, and then, as you are faithful to daily remain
in the fellowship with the Father that He requires of you, He shall enlighten you
concerning any adjustments you need to make. As in every case we must simply
continue to guard our hearts with all diligence - YIELDING to the still, small
voice of the Holy Spirit at every turn.
****
THE "HANG GLIDER" VISION
Michael D. O'Quinn
I am standing on the edge of a very high cliff. It's the dark of the night, and I
can see thousands or even millions of lights spread out below me. Some of the
lights are small, and some are large and spread out across a wide area. Some are
bright, while others are so dim I can barely see them. The large lights were not
necessarily the brightest -- in fact, some of the smallest were also among the
brightest. Overall I could see no correlation between the size of a light and how
bright it was. I knew immediately that the lights were churches in all their
denominations, sects, and varieties, and that I was seeing churches all over the
world. Some of the lights were connected with others, like a string of towns along
a freeway in a nighttime satellite picture, while others were isolated. Some were
so close together that I had to shield the brighter ones in order to see the dimmer.
My overall impression was of a vast uncomprehendingly complex network. I spent
a long time -- most of the night in the vision - just looking at the lights and
marvelling at their striking, almost unearthly beauty. As I looked at this beautiful
network of lights, I realized that something was going to happen soon, and that
after this event the world below would be plunged into a darkness such as it had
never known.
“I BEGAN TO WONDER IF GOD HAD MADE A MISTAKE”
As the sky started to brighten with the dawn, I noticed some things nearby.
First, I realized that I was strapped into a hang glider. I knew I was in that hang
glider to take part in some sort of battle -- a "rescue operation" for the lights
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(churches and people) below. Next I noticed that there were people on either side
of me, also strapped into hang gliders. As I looked in the ever increasing light, I
realized that the entire cliff section was lined with people who were ready - even
anxious - to jump off the cliff and begin the rescue. There were many thousands of
warriors on this cliff edge, all straining forward, anxious to fight that final battle.
As I gazed farther and farther out to my sides, I saw more cliff sections like the
one I was on. Each cliff was lined with people ready to go, just like the cliff I was
on. I knew that we were all waiting to swoop down to those lights below to carry
them back up to this cliff and to safety.
I saw many great men of God there. Some were young, some old, some had
years of battle experience, while others just seemed to have an anointing which
prepared them for the battle to follow. I felt humbled to be in such company. My
initial surge of excitement over the glory of the coming battle dissipated as I
realized how many of these veterans were so much more qualified than I. I began
to wonder if God had made a mistake placing me among such pillars of the
kingdom. After a while, I noticed that the hang glider of the person on my right
was not assembled quite correctly. One of the tensioning wires that held it together
was dangerously loose. It would probably hold in normal, sedate cruising, but I
knew that in the stress and strain of battle he was going to lose a wing. He was
going to fall to his death, or at the very least he was going to be neutralized from
the battle, right when he would be needed the most.
“WHY ARE SO MANY OF THESE PEOPLE SO ILL-PREPARED?”
The person on my left was a grizzled old veteran, with the battle scars to
prove it. Both his own body and his craft showed signs of former damage, but both
were repaired and healthy. One wing spar was a different colour because it had
been replaced, there were many patches on the fabric, and the handlebar covering
was worn through to the bare metal in places. But the overall craft was sound and
ready for battle. As I looked around, I saw other details about many of the hang
gliders. Some were assembled incorrectly , or had something broken, or were not
strapped on quite right. A few were even being worn backwards. But no one
seemed to notice. I grieved when I realized how many of these warriors would be
neutralized in the battle, and that some would even fall to their deaths and be lost
entirely. I was puzzled by this, so I asked the Lord, "What's going on Lord? Why
are so many of these people so ill prepared? Why do they care so much about the
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future glory of the battle, and so little about themselves and their neighbours?"
In reply He simply said, "Turn around." I unstrapped my glider, turned, and
looked. What I saw next broke my heart. Immediately behind me was another row
of people in hang gliders. Behind these there were even more, and behind those,
more. Row upon row of warriors, all waiting for the opportunity to move up to the
cliff's edge for that final glorious jump. But these warriors' crafts were even less
prepared than the ones in the front row. The farther back I looked, the more I saw
hazards among the hang gliders. Some had perfectly assembled and balanced
frames, but no fabric on their wings. Others had only half a frame, with the extra
fabric flapping uselessly in the wind. A few had no frame at all, they simply had
their fabric wrapped around their bodies. There were many, many variations on
this, some obvious, like the missing frame, and some more subtle, like the loose
tensioning wire on my immediate right. A couple of warriors even had no evidence
of a hang glider at all. Those ones were the most arrogant and boastful, utterly
confidant that their abilities and inherent "goodness" would bring them great glory
in the coming battle. Most, however, truly meant well but were simply unaware
that their craft was not ready. Many of the warriors were prepared, or at least their
hang gliders were. But the number of those who were not astounded and shocked
me. Even more shocking to me was the utter lack of concern each man
demonstrated for his neighbour. Each ill-prepared craft had the potential to
neutralize two warriors in this vast army: the wearer of that glider, and the one
who was going to have to abandon the harvest below to rescue him or her. As I
looked even farther back, I saw the rear edge of those who were in place for the
battle. There was a lot of turbulence there as the people in the last few rows were
settling in.
“THE MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE WERE IGNORING THE VERY
THINGS THEY NEEDED TO SURVIVE THE COMING HARVEST MUCH LESS HAVE AN EFFECTIVE ROLE IN IT”
Back further yet, almost at the limits of my vision, I saw the most
heartbreaking sight of all. I saw millions of people running and leaping forward,
all anxious to get in line for the final battle. They were running across a vast plain,
but in places their progress was impeded by large hills and even a few small
mountains. Most just ran around the hills and mountains. A few climbed over, and
just a few - a very precious few - stopped long enough to investigate the
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mountains themselves. Of those few who stopped and looked, most soon gave up
and rejoined the crowd rushing headlong to the final battle. Of all the hills and
mountains out on the plain, a couple had been exposed for what actually they
were. They were not really hills at all, but vast piles of unassembled hang gliders
covered by immense "tarps". The majority of the people were ignoring the very
things they needed to "survive" the coming harvest - much less have an "effective"
role in it. When I realized this, I fell down sobbing in grief. For someone who has
rejected God to fall to their death is one thing, but for the vast numbers of newly
converted who were going to lose their lives - that crushed the breath right out of
me.
“WHY HAVE YOU GIVEN ME THIS TERRIBLE, TERRIBLE BURDEN?”
As I lay there crying in grief and gasping for air, I cried out in my heart to
God "Why have you given me this terrible, terrible burden? Isn't it enough that
you've had me so many years in the desert? What can I possibly do?"
He answered with words from Ezekiel 33:2-9
"Son of man, speak to your countrymen and say to them: `When I bring the
sword against a land, and the people of the land choose one of their men and make
him their watchman, and he sees the sword coming against the land and blows the
trumpet to warn the people, then if anyone hears the trumpet but does not take
warning and the sword comes and takes his life, his blood will be on his own head.
Since he heard the sound of the trumpet but did not take warning, his blood will be
on his own head. If he had taken warning, he would have saved himself. But if the
watchman sees the sword coming and does not blow the trumpet to warn the
people and the sword comes and takes the life of one of them, that man will be
taken away because of his sin, but I will hold the watchman accountable for his
blood.'
…."Son of man, I have made you a watchman for the house of Israel; so
hear the word I speak and give them warning from me. When I say to the wicked,
`O wicked man, you will surely die,' and you do not speak out to dissuade him
from his ways, that wicked man will die for hi sin, and I will hold you
accountable for his blood. But if you do warn the wicked man to turn from his
ways and he does not do so, he will die for his sin, but you will have saved
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yourself”….
With that promise, the constriction in my chest eased, my sobs slowly
ebbed, and once again I could see some hope. I started telling the others there on
the cliff's edge, making them aware of the state of their crafts. Even more
importantly - far, far more importantly - I started encouraging them to check their
neighbours. Eventually, I was exhorting all of them to pass along this Spirit of
holiness, of critically examining oneself and one's craft in the Light of truth and
love. I watched as this spread out like a wave. As each pastor came to understand
the need for checking to make sure their craft was O.K. - and why - they passed it
along to their neighbours. As I watched I saw similar splashes in the vast army,
where other watchmen had sounded the same cry. The final thing I and the other
watchmen did was direct the attention of the leaders to the hundred of thousands
of leaders behind them and to the millions of new believers still running up to the
battle formation. We started exhorting the pastors to prepare their leaders and this
horde for what was ahead.”
Michael D. O'Quinn
"COMPASSION" - THE ABSOLUTE PREREQUISITE FOR THE
RELEASE OF THE "FULNESS" OF THE ANOINTING ABIDING
WITHIN
In continuing to study this precious vision (the "Hang Glider" vision) given
to Michael D. O'Quinn the Holy Spirit has opened it up to me and shown me that
this is a most important and timely word for "all" those called to this last wave of
leadership as the "final conflict" erupts into "full scale" war against Satan and His
forces. There is a great deal more at stake in this venture than just a few captives
being set free. What we, as the Glorious Church, are about to enter into is the
CONSUMMATE plan of God to devastate Satan and his forces and, in doing so,
reap a harvest of "consecrated" souls that shall reach almost unimaginable
numbers and at the same time bear glorious and perfect (fulness of) fruit for the
Kingdom of God. The Father has shown me that He has raised up many "who will
minister to those who are called to minister to the ministers". He has given them
much authority and anointing to accomplish this important task both perfectly, and
in His perfect timing. Even now - He shall begin to exalt them in the midst of all
those who truly love Him. The thing that struck me first about the actions of the
"compassionate" servant in the vision as he stood upon the "cliff" was his great
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concern and compassion for all the others on the cliff who were "broken down" or
"unprepared" for the rescue mission concerning those below the cliff. He had a
tender heart of compassion towards his brothers and sisters and this compassion
shall "serve well" each and every handmaiden and bondservant called of God in
our remaining time in this dispensation. This "anointing of compassion" flowing
from the heart of the Father shall be the distinguishing mark - without exception of "all" those who are called to, and who shall walk in, a position of "true"
authority in this last of the last hour.
THE POSITION ON THE CLIFF SPEAKS OF THREE THINGS:
1. It is a type of our position seated with Christ at the right hand of the Father
in the heavenly places. It is from this position that Paul spoke (in Ephesians) of the
fact that we are not ignorant of his (the Evil One's) schemes. It is the place from
which "all" true authority and anointing flows. It is the place where each and every
handmaiden and bondservant must be found "abiding" in this most critical hour. It
is the place of "overseeing".
2. The people on the "cliff" are representative of all those who are called to this
last wave of the five-fold ministry. The one thing that all have in common
regardless of their "present condition" is that they have the call of God on their
lives - although it is certain that "most" (at this moment - it will change very
rapidly) do not have a very deep revelation of the magnificent scope of that
precious calling. Up until this time they have "allowed" themselves to be held
captive by a "spirit of mental ascension" and because of this Satan has been
enabled to build many "mindsets" and preconceived notions into their thinking
concerning "true" ministry. In other words, at this point they "think" they are ready
but, in reality, they need to "know" that they are not! These "mindsets" and
"mental ascensions" (which were the product of "maintaining", to varying degrees,
an element of "self-desire" will "all" be removed as the anointing on the first of the
"last wave" of God's holy apostles and prophets goes forth in this hour to set them
free, and prepare these "set apart ones" perfectly to enter into the "fray".
3.
The third thing that this "distinct" positioning speaks of where the calling
of the compassionate man/men on the cliff is concerned is that they are called as
"overseers" of many things - not the least of which is to minister to and prepare
(establish) and "oversee" - in and by the Holy Spirit - those God gives them for the
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Battle of all battles which is now upon us. As those called to end-time leadership
continue to guard their heart with all diligence and as they continue to seek first
the establishment of God's Kingdom and fulfil all things in His righteousness He
will begin to use them in a mighty way - and with great compassion - to repair
those broken wings and to remove those "tarps" in order that those healed ones
might turn and minister the life and healing they received to "all" those who God
sets in their path. The end result of this "chain reaction" of abiding in the Father's
presence in the Throne Room will be an elite force of perfectly prepared "officers"
who will then move forth to minister to those God has placed in their path and the
very anointing and life (light) that was "birthed" into them through these faithful
and obedient ones will now be imparted to all who cross "their" path. This series
of "chain-reactions" shall continue until the Lord's return for His "spotless and
unblemished" Church - a Church wholly formed and established (revelation by
revelation) through the "trickle-down" effect from the Throne Room just
mentioned.
THOSE BELOW THE “CLIFF” ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
REMAINDER OF THE BODY OF CHRIST
They are waiting and praying for the "true authorities" of God to be
established in the Church - a true working five-fold ministry in the Local
Churches. They shall experience great deliverance and rapid "elevation" through
the ministry of the holy apostles and prophets in this hour as they are sent forth
from the Throne Room to first "minister to the ministers" - these ministers will
then go forth in perfect obedience to impart what has been imparted to them. For
the most part the Father has not called the holy apostles and prophets to "wade"
through, or remain in, the multitudes or congregations of His people. They will
spend the vast majority of their remaining time in the Throne Room replenishing
after each "assignment". The Father has prepared (and is preparing) many glorious
"spiritual fortresses" ("set apart" houses and lands) for them to dwell. In the case
of the "glorious schools" He is raising up many "ministers" (pastors, teachers,
evangelists, and other apostles and prophets in the making) will come and sit
under the apostolic anointing in these places for a time specified by the Holy Spirit
and then they shall be sent forth to minister what was birthed in them in just the
way that is necessary to "elevate" the "sheep" into the fulness of their precious
inheritance in Christ and then these "sheep" shall go forth and minister......and so
on and so on until this earth can no longer contain us because of the "multiplied
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glory" abiding within us - both individually and corporately.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE “HANG GLIDER” SWOOPING DOWN
The significance of the "hang glider" swooping down from the "cliff" is
symbolic of the devastating "terrorist" (terrorizing) attacks that the Lord has
planned against even the most "rigid strongholds" of the Evil One in his last hour first and foremost will be the removal of "all" religious spirits from the midst of
the "congregations of the righteous". His heart is filled with terror at the sight of
the advent of this last wave of God's holy apostles and prophets. He has tried
everything in his power to prevent this day - which is now upon us - and he has
failed miserably! With each passing moment the terror within him is consuming
him and it shall continue to do so until the end of this dispensation - and then, after
a short period of time, this "holy terror" shall torment him day and night, forever
and ever, praise God forever more! This "terror" - inflicted by the rapidly growing
presence of the Holy Spirit in our midst is causing his "schemes" against those
walking in the "fulness" of their inheritance (covenant) in Christ to fall far, far
short of their goal and their "chief characteristic" is one of weakness
(powerlessness) and "dazed confusion". He does not know when or where these
attacks originating from the Throne Room will hit him and he has no way or
power to stand against them or hide from them. By the time the "strike" is over
God's warriors will be back in His presence preparing for the next offensive and in
the meantime the "captives" will have been set free and will be well on the road to
entering into the "fulness" of their precious inheritance and the perfect
empowerment that abides therein. They will then immediately turn and join the
battle and they too shall begin to devastate Satan and his forces at every turn!
Rejoice all those of you who truly love God for our time has come!
BEGIN TO FILL YOUR HEART NOW!
It is most important that we lay down any and all "hinderances" to our
walking in the "fulness" of ministry that may remain. In most cases a simple and
minor adjustment is all that is required by the Father yet due to a "spirit of
stubbornness" we may have "held part back". I am here to tell each and every one
of you precious "leaders" (servants). Let it go! Enough said! This is a "moment in
time" like no other before it. Let us receive the "fulness" of the authority that is
ours in the Anointed One and His Anointing for by the Spirit of God I say to you,
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we will need every last ounce of the glorious Provision that the Father has blessed
us with in Christ in order to continually "remain above" the Evil One and his
schemes - both individually and corporately in this time. Our remaining time in
this earth shall become so "intense" as the Battle of the Ages rages on to its most
glorious conclusion that we, as a people, will come quickly to the place wherein
we "must" speak only words that are in perfect accordance with God's Word.
Therefore, BEGIN TO FILL YOUR HEART NOW! for "tomorrow" may be too
late. God will not allow Satan to overcome "any" whose heart is toward Him and
whose desire is to be "faith" - ful to Him. But even the best of "intentions" will not
cut it in this time for "faith" without the corresponding action (righteousness) shall
be exposed for what it truly is: "dead works" rooted and grounded in pride and
rebellion and "any" who retain this ground shall be attacked fiercely and openly by
Satan and his forces with a view to their total destruction.
THE SPIRIT OF CAIN - THE SPIRIT OF BALAAM - THE SPIRIT OF
KORAH
In light of the words just written the Father has revealed to me that Satan has
ordered three major evil spirits to "relentlessly" attack God's elect (those who have
been - and are being - prepared to take their "kingdom-positions" in leading the
children of God into the "fulness" of their precious inheritance in Christ).
THE SPIRIT OF CAIN
The spirit of Cain perpetuates spiritual pride and self-exaltation. Some of its
manifestations in the one being held captive are envy, jealously, criticism and that
one becoming offended at those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom and the
highest purposes of the Father. False judgement and "inflamed" (soulish) action and reaction - towards those who are carrying out the true purposes of God are
manifestations of this evil spirit.
THE SPIRIT OF BALAAM
The spirit of Balaam continually promotes self-sufficiency and self-desire
and the exercising of the self-will and self-effort that is needed to sustain the
works of the "flesh". One of its chief manifestations is the willingness to
compromise (unknowingly) the Word of God to fulfil its own purposes and lusts.
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The root ground for this spirit to work is the "love of money" and all that can be
obtained through it - instead of a love for God and His purposes and the
all-sufficiency and provision that is ours in Christ.
THE SPIRIT OF KORAH
The spirit of Korah finds its opportunity in a "rebellious" heart. One must
come to realize that every last activity of a "religious spirit" is rooted in the ground
of rebellion, and thus see the extreme danger of the "maintaining" of ANY element
of self-desire and the "self-agenda" that it produces. One of the chief
manifestations of this spirit is total disregard (through a spirit of deception) for
true delegated authority (including the revealed Word of God, Himself) and the
words they speak. Their own words are self-exaltive, critical and "accusatory"
towards their own brethren in an effort to downgrade the words and works of the
righteous - in order to justify their own self-seeking and self-exaltive thinking.
These rebellious ones will constantly seek "agreement" from those of like motive
and heart. All those who refuse to repent of their rebellion shall be blinded to the
revelation flowing forth from the Throne Room through the holy apostles and
prophets in this last hour, and - just like Korah and his 250 "men of renown" shall eventually perish in their rebellion against the King and His Kingdom, unless
a deep and thorough repentance is forthcoming.
"UNWHOLESOME WORDS" ARE COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE TO THE
HIGHEST PURPOSES OF THE FATHER FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE "SPOTLESS AND UNBLEMISHED" CHURCH - AND HIS
KINGDOM
I have only briefly touched on the activities of these three evil spirits. Much
more shall surely become evident very shortly in the lives and experience of all
those who truly love God. In these days there are many who are truly seeking the
fulness of the Father's will for their life and ministry and these ones shall soon
realize the very nature of the attack against them by the Evil One and his forces.
They will be "alerted" to the fact that he is attempting to derail them and keep
them off course from entering into the fulness of their destiny (destination) in
Christ and, thus - in their love for the Father, they shall make the necessary
adjustments - in and by the Holy Spirit - which will allow them to immediately rise
above this full-scale attack against them. As they stand, and continually resist the
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forces that are attempting to provoke them to a place apart from the position of
abiding in love, they shall also experience a continually deeper revelation of the
importance of speaking no "unwholesome" words - words that are
counter-productive to the highest purposes of the Father for the establishment of
the "spotless and unblemished" Church - and His Kingdom. Let every believer
receive the necessary revelation of "the importance of words" that will allow them
to enter into the fulness of their "kingdom-position" in Christ!
"HOLY COMPASSION" - THE KEY TO ALL TRUE DELIVERANCE
MINISTRY
Many have "attempted" to carry out "deliverance" ministry while
(unknowingly perhaps) maintaining some form of self-exaltive motivation and,
because of this, their "good intentions" (although the root motivation was most
certainly "self-glory") served only to result in failure and much confusion in the
midst of God's people. This actually was the "earmark" of the Second Day church and it is precisely why many were never set free from the bondages that held them
captive. Jesus referred to these types of activities in Matthew 7 (..."but Lord, did
we not cast out demons in your name?"....) As ministers and servants of God we
must become sensitive to the deepest thoughts and intentions of the Father's heart.
Another element and by-product of intimate fellowship with the Father in the
"inner chamber" is that, in being supernaturally fused with Him, in Christ, we
come to a knowledge of His will and into perfect agreement with His heart of love
towards His children - and towards all those in captivity to the bondages of fear.
This perfect agreement produces "holy compassion", and it is this "holy passion"
which releases the "fulness" of the anointing that abides within - at any given
moment. As we continue deeper on into the Third Day, the Glorious Church will
be filled up with the "overflowing" presence of the Holy Spirit and we can surely
count on the fact that "deliverance" ministry will take on a whole new meaning as
the Truth is revealed - in "His" fulness - to vast multitudes.
JESUS IS LORD! - SATAN IS AN "ABJECT" FAILURE!
Anything that Satan is attempting against those who are truly seeking the
Father and His will in this hour is his "futile" attempt to prevent God's "ministers"
from taking part in the "major offensive" against his schemes and strongholds that
the Father has planned. In "knowing" that Satan is an "abject" failure, let us be
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found remaining steadfast in the faith and love of God and we shall most certainly
see his absolute defeat on "all" fronts. One thing is certain where Satan and his
forces are concerned - they shall be "devastated" and scattered in the path of the
great fury (wrath) that the Father is about to release against the powers of darkness
- through His glorious remnant. This is truly not a good time for ANY who would
"align" themselves with the "doctrines of death and darkness" that - up until this
time - have kept vast multitudes of God's children apart from being partakers of
the "fulness" of their precious inheritance in Christ.
FOUR VILE SCHEMES OF THE ENEMY IN THIS HOUR TO HINDER
OR PREVENT THOSE WHO ARE TRULY SEEKING GOD FROM
ENTERING INTO THE FULNESS OF THEIR KINGDOM-POSITION:
1. Frustation
2. Disappointment
3. Discouragement
4. Disheartenment
FRUSTRATION AND DISAPPOINTMENT ARE THE PRODUCT OF A
MAINTAINED ATTITUDE WITHIN ONE'S HEART AND MIND THAT IS
ROOTED IN SELF-FOCUS AND SELF-DESIRE
Frustration and disappointment are two things (schemes) that are found to
be "potentially" within the heart and mind of the believer. Both frustration and
disappointment are not effected by that which comes from the "outside" through
physical circumstances - although many still believe that every evidence of
frustration or disappointment is caused by the actions of someone other than
themselves alone or outward circumstances. In reality, they are the product of a
"maintained" attitude within one's heart that is rooted in self-focus and self-desire.
REGARDLESS OF WHAT OTHERS HAVE DONE (OR NOT DONE): TO
BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE THE ROOT CAUSE OF FRUSTRATION IN
OUR OWN LIFE IS TO BELIEVE A LIE!
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ALL frustration in the life of any child of God is the direct product of a
"maintained" element of disobedience in their life - while disappointment is
ALWAYS the direct result of a "misplaced" faith (trust)! It is very important for
the child of God who truly desires to be aware of - and completely free from - all
of the schemes of the Enemy to NEVER affix themselves to discerning through
outward circumstances, or look at others - "thinking" (believing) that they are the
cause of their frustration. Regardless of what others have done (or not done): to
believe that they are the root cause of frustration in our own life is to believe a lie!
Even though we may have a certain knowledge that others are not obeying God
this will NEVER produce frustration in the life of one whose heart is pure, and in
whose life there is no disobedience.
FRUSTRATION IS MEANT BY SATAN TO PRODUCE THE RELEASE
OF CURSES (UNRIGHTEOUS WORDS SPOKEN OR WRITTEN
THROUGH AN UNRIGHTEOUS MOTIVATION)
On the one hand frustration is meant by Satan to produce the release of
"curses" (unrighteous words spoken or written through an unrighteous motivation)
while purity of heart will always cause that one to rise up in faith (love) to both
bless and empower the disobedient one that has been brought across their path. If
frustration rears its ugly head then the child of God should immediately set
themselves apart from God with a view to allowing the Holy Spirit to disclose
ANY failure on their part to carry out any instructions already given them by the
Father. This will SURELY cut down Satan's scheme right at the root!
DISAPPOINTMENT
As mentioned earlier, ALL disappointment in the Christian is the direct
result of a misplaced faith (trust). If one's faith is based solely on revelation
knowledge (something that God has revealed to their heart) and they are walking
that revelation out with perfect corresponding action by the empowerment of the
Holy Spirit then they shall NEVER be overcome by disappointment. Why is it that
one will NEVER experience disappointment when their faith is truly resting
wholly upon a revelation of the Father's will? It is simply that when one exercises
an absolute faith - working through a perfect love - they will have a deep
assurance in their heart (regardless of outward appearances or circumstances) that
Love NEVER fails!
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LOVE NEVER FAILS TO ACCOMPLISH PERFECTLY THAT WHICH
HE HAS SET HIS HEART UPON
It is extremely important for every last child of God to KNOW that Love
NEVER fails to accomplish perfectly that which He has set His heart upon. When
one has a revelation of the Father's heart-desire then that godly desire becomes
rooted and grounded within them - the spontaneous by-product being that that one
shall be righteously motivated in ALL things. This, of course, being as long as the
godly desire abiding within them is diligently maintained through a perfect and
abiding fellowship with the Father and His Word. If the child of God has come to
the place wherein they have allowed themselves to experience disappointment - in
others, in themselves or even in God - then, as was the case with frustration, they
MUST set themselves apart unto God and allow the Holy Spirit to reveal ANY
areas of mistrust (or non-dependence) upon Him.
IF ONE WILL READILY REPENT OF THEIR LACK OF FAITH - AND
MISTRUST - TOWARDS THE FATHER AND HIS WORD THEN HE
SHALL SURELY CAUSE A GLORIOUS RE-CONNECTION AND
RESTORATION TO HIS WORD (WILL) BY THE POWER OF HIS
SPIRIT (THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM AND REVELATION)
In this situation, if one will readily repent of their lack of faith - and mistrust
- towards the Father and His Word THEN He shall SURELY cause a glorious
re-connection and restoration to His Word (Will) by the power of His Spirit (the
Spirit of Wisdom and Revelation) and their faith shall once again be found to be
perfectly and completely placed upon Him. And thus, ALL of the disappointment
that was the certain product of their misplaced faith shall, as was in the case of
frustration, be cut down at the root. Every child of God must come to the clear
realization that it is only the Holy Spirit Who can bring us into the fulness of all
that we are in Christ. We cannot work in our own strength and our own
understanding to accomplish the fulness of Christ in us. It is the impartation of the
Holy Spirit (the Spirit of Love) within us that will ultimately have done that
complete work in us.
SUMMARIZING:
If we are a people who are "abiding" in an absolute faith - and therefore a
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perfect obedience - we will not be overcome by disappointment or frustration in
ANY way, shape or form! If one maintains disobedience (through stubbornness)
and/or they maintain a "misplaced" faith (placing their faith in something or
someone other than God - something that has not been "revealed" to their heart by
the Holy Spirit) then they shall surely be overcome - first by frustration and then,
through a misplaced faith, shall be overcome by disappointment. But again, if one
maintains a diligent consecration before the Father and His Word their faith shall
become strong and Satan and his forces shall be totally defeated in their attempt to
maintain control of the child of God through these two avenues of frustration and
disappointment.
DISCOURAGEMENT
The next two facets of Satan's schemes (the first two being frustration and
disappointment) against those who are truly seeking the fulness of the Father's will
are a little more of an elevated attack. From the time that the child of God first
begins to gain revelation knowledge Satan is intent (determined) on removing that
"seed". His main strategy in this scheme is to cause one to get their eyes off of
Jesus (the Word of God) and onto themselves (self-focus). When one begins to
"maintain" ANY element of self-focus (self-desire) THEN, immediately, a spirit of
discouragement will begin to operate, and discouragement (unhappiness) - in some
form - with a view to "dimming" the vision (revelation) will begin to influence the
heart and mind of that one. Quite simply, when one "maintains" self-focus they
begin to be "moved" by what they see and hear and feel and think rather than the
revelation knowledge abiding in their heart. It can be a very subtle transference
from the exercising of divine faith to the exercising of a "natural" faith, but it is
certain that the longer one maintains self-focus the deeper into darkness they
position themselves. Again, it is the desire of the Evil One to keep the Christian in
this place of self-focus because it is from that place he can control them through
their "continued" reliance upon their five physical senses.
WHEN THE CHILD OF GOD FIRST BEGINS TO EXPERIENCE ANY
ELEMENT OF DISCOURAGEMENT THEY NEED TO IMMEDIATELY
STOP OPERATING OUT OF THE THOUGHT PROCESSES AND
ACTIONS WHICH WERE (AND ARE) BASED ON THEIR "OUTWARD"
CIRCUMSTANCES
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When the child of God first begins to experience ANY element of
discouragement they need to IMMEDIATELY stop operating out of the thought
processes and actions which were (and are) based on their "outward"
circumstances and immediately draw near to the Father that He might both refresh
and revitalize the revelation knowledge in their heart - which at that point seems to
be hidden within a cloudy haze. As the child of God is faithful to enter into perfect
fellowship in the "inner chamber" with the Father then immediately divine light
shall flood their heart - exposing the schemes of Satan and his forces and causing
that one to realize just how far they had "unconsciously" departed from faith
(love).
IN THIS LAST OF THE LAST HOUR IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
FOR EVERY CHILD OF GOD TO REMAIN SOBER CONCERNING
SPIRITUAL THINGS
Our main task as children of God is to walk by faith (love) - knowing that
what has been revealed to our heart in the very presence of God shall SURELY
come to pass if we will but maintain a perfect diligence towards the will and
purpose of the Father. In this last of the last hour it is extremely important for
every child of God to remain sober concerning spiritual things for if one is faithful
to do so they shall SURELY be alerted to ANY activity - both within and around
them - that does not have its origin in the Holy Spirit. In these days, as the Holy
Spirit is being poured out to a continually greater degree, Satan is unleashing a
more intense attack on the children of God. And so, when these various spirits
(frustration, disappointment, discouragement, disheartenment) come against the
people of God they will come with the "potential" to overwhelm ALL those who
have "maintained" any element of self-desire.
IT IS ONLY UNDER THE "UMBRELLA" OF THE COVENANT - A
COVENANT THAT WAS BOTH PURCHASED AND RATIFIED BY THE
PRECIOUS BLOOD OF JESUS - THAT ONE SHALL BE KEPT SAFE
FROM THE SATAN AND HIS FORCES IN THESE DAYS!
Without a "continual" inflow of revelation knowledge and without the
"continual" renewing of the mind then the child of God will most certainly be
found to be operating from a soulish state - and thus, they will have NO defense
against these intense attacks. This will lead to much "rampant emotionalism" in
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both word and deed and, also, it will SURELY lead the unrepentant one into the
wrong (unrighteous) place at the wrong time - a wrong positioning wherein Satan
will attack them openly! This is the reality of these last days and thus, we MUST
be found as faithful children - diligent in all things pertaining to the Father's plan
for our life and ministry. One does not want to be found on the "outside looking
in" where the Covenant of God is concerned in this last hour. For it is only under
the "umbrella" of the Covenant - a Covenant that was both purchased and ratified
by the precious Blood of Jesus - that one shall be kept safe from the Satan and his
forces in these days!
THE REVELATION ABIDING WITHIN US MUST BE KEPT ALIVE AND
ACTIVE
The great tragedy of falling into ANY wrong-positioning by the child of
God is that because they have "allowed" themselves to be held captive by the
spirits of darkness they are not conscious of the dire position they have entered
into - and thus, when the Enemy strikes it will be too late! The revelation abiding
within us must be kept alive and active, and this is done by simple, step by step
obedience - from faith to faith in the presence of the Father.
DISHEARTENMENT
The spirit of disheartenment is one of the most deadly spirits that the
children of God will encounter in this hour. The manifestation of this spirit makes
"discouragement" seem like a minor occurrence! Again, when talking about the
attacks of the spirit of discouragement and the spirit of disheartenment, we are
talking about attacks on those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom of God.
And so, the Enemy's chief aim is to cause the child of God to become detached
(spiritually speaking) from any revelation knowledge (vision) that has been given
to them by the Holy Spirit (the Spirit of wisdom and revelation) throughout the
course of their Christian walk. This "detachment" from (aloofness and indifference
to) revelation knowledge ALWAYS produces "spiritual weakness" (this is not to
be confused with the weakness of the flesh). If the child of God allows themselves
to come into this place of spiritual weakness then at some point Satan will cause a
"multi-faceted" attack in what he deems to be perfect timing. The aim of this
multi-faceted attack is to produce a deep and overwhelming disheartenment
(literally take the true heart-desire away - and thus extinguish it) causing that one 38

in their hopelessness (despair) and lack of vision - to move "radically" apart from
that which they once "knew" to be the will of God. In their compulsive
(obsessed-uncontrolled) words and actions - words and actions that have taken
them out of the Father's will - they shall, for a time, either be used to persecute the
true servants of God (of which they were once one) or they shall be destroyed by
the Evil One and his forces - both spiritually and physically as they are continually
drawn out into an ever deepening darkness.
THE SPIRIT OF DISHEARTENMENT HAS A MUCH MORE INTENSE
MANIFESTATION THAN A SPIRIT OF DEPRESSION OR A SPIRIT OF
HEAVINESS
The spirit of disheartenment has a much more intense manifestation than a
spirit of depression or a spirit of heaviness. When affixed to impure ground (that
has been maintained) in the heart of a believer it shall SURELY compel or force
one to "take action" and speak words based upon their "own" understanding just in
order to escape the pressure being exerted by a number of evil spirits working
together to move that child of God distinctly apart from the path of their true
"Kingdom-position". An extreme example of the effect of a spirit of
disheartenment is suicide.
THE TWO MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ATTACK BY A SPIRIT
OF DISHEARTENMENT
The two main characteristics of an attack by a spirit of disheartenment are
first what could best be described as a "paralyzing" physical attack, which could
manifest in a deep heaviness and also through infirmity - which again produces
and element of discouragement and disheartenment on its own. Secondly, one will
experience a constant bombardment of unrighteous words (through unrighteously
motivated vessels) and bad circumstances which will "confirm" to the five
physical senses the other lies previously put forth through the evil spirits that are
attempting to work.
THE SPIRIT OF PRAISE
The point of all that I have written up to now is: if a Christian has allowed
themselves to be attacked by these spirits over a period of time then they MUST
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come to the place wherein they make the "quality decision" to offer up a continual
sacrifice of praise in the very face of this attack. Ultimately, if one will maintain a
spirit of praise - regardless of how they "feel" or hear or see or think - then this
spirit will be put to flight and perfect spiritual vision shall be restored.
Unfortunately there shall be some who do succumb to the attacks of the Evil One
in this last hour, but EVERYONE MUST KNOW that the Father has made the
perfect provision in Christ (for whosoever truly desires the fulness of His will for
their life and ministry) to escape the vile schemes of Satan and enter into the
"fulness" of their true Kingdom-position.
WE ARE TRULY IN THE HOUR OF ABSOLUTE ACCOUNTABILITY
CONCERNING ALL THAT THE FATHER HAS SPOKEN TO HIS
CHILDREN
Once again, the bottom line for us as Christians is that we must be found
walking in faith - being righteously motivated towards the Father and towards His
people - at ALL times. For many years now the revelation of the extreme
importance of faith - and how to walk in it - has been released through the faithful
and obedient handmaidens and bondservants of the Lord. And the call for every
Christian to come into that place of walking above the soulish realm - that is,
maintaining their spirit man in a position far above the soul and the body - has also
been taught. Now, we find that we are truly in the hour of absolute accountability
concerning all that the Father has spoken to His children.
WE CAN NO LONGER BE A PEOPLE WHOSE LIVES ARE
"CONTROLLED" IN ANY WAY BY THE FLEETING FEELINGS AND
EMOTIONS AND THOUGHTS WHICH ARE THE PRODUCT OF
SELF-DESIRE AND SELF-FOCUS
We can no longer be a people whose lives are "controlled" in any way by the
fleeting feelings and emotions and thoughts which are the product of self-desire
and self-focus. For to do so means that one shall not stand at all in this last hour
against the onslaught of the Evil One. We truly are "pilgrims" in this earth and we
must be found walking in the fulness of the absolute Kingdom principles that have
been revealed to our heart - ALWAYS refusing to be either influenced or
motivated in any way by that which has its origin apart from the Holy Spirit (and
the revelation of Christ that He continually imparts to the heart that is faithful
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before God).
HOW IS IT THAT WE SOMETIMES FORGET THAT THE GOD WE
SERVE IS ALMIGHTY GOD?
The day is coming - indeed, has already come - when the Holy Fire of God
shall be released to such a great and intense degree that all that is apart from Christ
shall be both exposed and consumed in His path. This great outpouring and
manifestation of God in our midst shall produce a holy reverence that shall send
shock waves throughout the earth - turning it upside down and effecting every
purpose born in the heart of the Father. And because of these things multitudes
shall enter into the Kingdom of God and multitudes shall flee - in their rebellion from the very face of the One Who died for them. How is it that we sometimes
forget that the God we serve is ALMIGHTY God! In the days ahead we shall
experience the greatest outpouring of His presence this earth has ever seen - and
that in itself should alert us to the fact that we must be ready. For what the earth is
about to see has never been seen before!
AS THE OUTPOURING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT INTENSIFIES IN THIS
HOUR ALL STUMBLING BLOCKS SHALL BE REMOVED FROM THE
LIVES (AND MINISTRIES) OF ALL THOSE WHO ARE TRULY
SEEKING FIRST THE KINGDOM!
In these days one will be able to define clearly those who are stumbling
blocks to those entering into the fulness of Kingdom-living. A "stumbling block"
is one who continually sets their mind on their own interests (self-agenda) rather
than the highest purposes of the Father. Every person who falls into the category
of being a stumbling block has - as their deepest desire - self-glory, and without
exception an undealt with element of rebellion in their heart that is controlling
them. As the outpouring of the Holy Spirit intensifies in this hour ALL stumbling
blocks shall be removed from the lives (and ministries) of all those who are truly
seeking first the Kingdom!
"THE PERFECT EMPOWERMENT THAT THE FATHER HAS FOR
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF HIS CHILDREN HAS BEEN HINDERED
GREATLY IN THE CHURCH THROUGH THE FEAR OF MAN"
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The perfect empowerment that the Father has for each and every one of His
children has been hindered greatly in the church - up until this time - through the
fear of man. But, in this last hour, as the fear (reverence) of God and His Will take
precedence over all things in the life of the true believer, the Father is raising up a
mighty force in the earth - a people who have no fear of man or devil. Satan and
His forces cannot stop the heart that is "wholly given" to God - the heart which has
the love of God shed abroad within, a heart in which every ground of fear has been
- and is in the process of being - cast out, through a deep and abiding revelation of
the Father's love. One can begin to see from these things the great devastation that
Satan and his forces are going to experience at the hands of the Glorious Church in
this final hour!
"IT IS A FOOLISH THING FOR ONE TO THINK THAT SATAN - IN ANY
WAY - COULD END UP AHEAD OF JESUS CHRIST!"
It is a foolish thing for one to "think" (consciously or unconsciously through
unbelief) that Satan - IN ANY WAY - could end up ahead of Jesus Christ! In this
final hour, as the Glorious Church comes into full manifestation through the
unhindered power of the Holy Spirit, that which was used to "glorify" Satan in
unrighteousness (darkness, greed and lust) shall be given into the hands of those
who will use it to continually glorify the Father and His Word to the greatest
degree.
"WITHOUT A DISTINCT ACCLIMATIZATION TO THE PRESENCE
AND HEART OF THE FATHER IN THIS HOUR ONE SHALL NOT
OVERCOME, BUT RATHER SHALL BE OVERCOME BY THE DEEP
DARKNESS THAT IS EVEN NOT ENSHROUDING THE WORLD"
The days are gone wherein ANY Christian can settle for the place of "just
getting by", and exercising only a "defensive" warfare against Satan and his
schemes - that is, looking out for oneself without regard to the totality of the
Father's will for the Church. The Father's ultimate purpose in raising up an army of
"living stones" is to carry out a "search and destroy" warfare - a constant and
intense and holy warfare that continually puts Satan and his forces to flight! In
these days (as those who are faithful and obedient are entering into the fulness of
everything that the Father has called us to) we need to take the Word of God as the
Holy Spirit shows it to us (day by day) - and, by doing so, receive His total
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empowerment in the carrying out of our portion of Jesus' ministry. In this hour the
fulness of the Father's plan is going to unfold in many "radical" ways (extreme and
surprising to those who are unfamiliar with the true spiritual reality of the
Kingdom)! Without a distinct "acclimatization" to the presence and heart of the
Father in this hour one shall not overcome, but rather shall be overcome by the
deep darkness that is even now enshrouding the "world". Because of these things,
the first and foremost priority of every child of God must be to carry out their
perfect part in the unfolding of the Father's will. It will be only a continued
faithfulness and obedience to the divine purpose that will keep one in the proper
spiritual positioning to overcome in ALL things - in this final hour!
IN THIS FINAL HOUR IT IS A MOST DANGEROUS THING FOR ONE
TO BE FOUND OUTSIDE OF THE KINGDOM THROUGH REBELLION,
SELF-DESIRE (SELF-AGENDA) FEAR AND UNBELIEF!
ANY working of Satan in the midst of His people is an abomination to the
Father! We have to understand that He has already spoken that He is coming to
judge ALL things that are apart from Christ. He is a loving Father and He knows
the great harm and devastation that the Evil One has planned for each and every
one of His beloved children, and thus He has made the perfect provision "in
Christ" for us to "rise above" and overcome his evil schemes at EVERY turn. In
this hour He will deal radically with the Devil (through His Church) and all those
who have aligned themselves with his lies. This is precisely why EVERY child of
God must flee from all unrighteous motivation (self-desire) - if they truly desire to
love God with all of their heart and be found in the perfect spiritual positioning - a
positioning that will elevate them far above the great "tragedies" that will befall all
those who maintain self-desire through a spirit of rebellion in this most critical
hour. In this final hour it is a MOST dangerous thing for one to be found outside
of the Kingdom through rebellion, self-desire (self-agenda) fear and unbelief!
* "Tragedy" - spiritually defined - is an event or events that did not have to take
place had one entered into an abiding and absolute faith in the fulness of their
Covenant with God in Christ.
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WE NEED TO BE A PEOPLE WHO ARE OPEN TO BE ELEVATED
SPIRITUALLY WITH EACH PASSING DAY
At the same time the Father is going to elevate His faithful and obedient
ones in this earth so that the Living Christ can be seen in the fulness of His Glory.
In these days one must "maintain" an open heart towards the Father and His Word
- in order that their mind and heart might be continually renewed (enlarged and
expanded). We cannot maintain the status quo in any way! We need to be a people
who are open to be elevated spiritually with each passing day. In light of the fact
that the final conflict of the Kingdoms is upon us we must come to a deep and true
revelation of the Father's plan and what that means to us - at ALL cost to
ourselves!
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